Weekly Progress Report

Executive Summary

ON-SITE ACTIVITY UPDATE

WEEK ENDING 05/29/20:  
- Crushing activities ongoing  
- Embanking and sloping the south side of the pit ongoing  
- Multi-Modal Sidewalk rock ongoing  
- Multi-Modal pathways and seat wall beginning  
- Parking lot cover soil work complete  

WEEK ENDING 06/05/20:  
- Crushing activities ongoing  
- Embanking and sloping the south side of the pit ongoing  
- Multi-Modal Sidewalk rock complete  
- Multi-Modal pathways and seat wall ongoing  

FORTIS CONSTRUCTION CONTACT INFORMATION:  
Barry Shephard  
C: 503-730-3427  
Barry.Shephard@fortisconstruction.com  

ON-SITE ACTIVITY UPDATE PHOTOS  
South side of the pit embanking, sloping, and crushing activities  
Northwest side of pit sloping  
Future Parking Lot  
Seat wall near Chandler Ave